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KPIX News has ascertained that during the 2nd Quarter of 2020 that these subjects were of 
concern to San Francisco Bay Area residents.  KPIX News broadcast stories during this 
quarter on these subjects, which during this unprecedented time focused largely on stories 
about the COVID 19 Pandemic and the fallout from the killing of George Floyd. KPIX News 
is broadcast Monday through Friday at 4:30AM, 5AM, 6AM, 12PM, 5PM, 6PM, 7PM and 
11PM.  Saturdays at 6AM, 5PM, 6PM and 11PM.  Sundays at 6AM, 5PM, 6PM and 11PM. 

COVID 19 – HEALTH

4/1 
SETON HOSPITAL CONCERNS   
The Bay Area hospital leased by the state to treat coronavirus patients is facing a shortage of 
personal protective equipment. A San Mateo County Supervisor says Seton is on the brink of 
disaster, and a nurse tells us they are desperate for supplies.  

4/2 
CORONAVIRUS NURSE PERSONAL PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT (PPE)
Nurses at Seton Medical Center protest lack of personal protective equipment (PPE) for frontline 
health care workers. They hold action and media availability at noon during shift change. 
California Nurses Association/National Nurses United, is the nation's largest and fastest-growing 
nurses’ union representing 150,000 registered nurses across the country

CORONAVIRUS CRANEWAY FIELD HOSPITAL    
As part of local emergency preparations, Contra Costa County officials are working with Federal 
and state partners to convert the Craneway Pavilion in Richmond into a 250-bed medical station 
for COVID-19 patients.
 
CORONAVIRUS MASKS AND PERSONAL SAFETY   
Bay Area health officials are now recommending people wear cloth masks every time they go 
out for essential outings such as grocery trips. Dr. Harvey Fineburg of Palo Alto, one of the 
authors of a report sent to the White House that found COVID-19 could spread from talking or 
breathing, not just coughing and sneezing.  

4/3 
CORONAVIRUS CONTRA COSTA COUNTY OUTBREAK      
At least 27 people who live or work at a skilled nursing facility in Orinda have tested positive for 
COVID-19, Contra Costa Health Services (CCHS) confirmed today.  No deaths have been 
reported in connection with the outbreak as of Friday morning. CCHS began investigating this 
week after two staff members working at Orinda Care Center sought medical care. 

4/6 
SOUTH BAY WHERE WE STAND    
On the same day Governor Newsom said California is in good enough shape to send 500 
ventilators to other states, Santa Clara County officials offered a $1,000 bounty for additional 
ventilators. County leaders haven’t seen a huge surge yet but want them on hand in case. 



CORONAVIRUS ANTIBODY TEST    
Stanford is developing a blood test for coronavirus antibodies that may be released this week. It 
could indicate whether someone has been infected with the coronavirus, even if they were 
asymptomatic. 

4/7 
CORONAVIRUS DECONTAMINATION               
The Santa Clara County Sheriff's Office has created a secured decontamination site in the event 
of a possible COVID-19 exposure.  The decontamination site is open to all law enforcement 
officers, first responders and essential medical personnel within the County.  

4/10 
CORONAVIRUS NURSING HOME FOLLOW-UP     
Da Lin digs deeper into the oversight of the Hayward nursing home where 65 staff and residents 
tested positive and seven residents have died.  He is trying to get more answers from Alameda 
County Health and the owners of the nursing home. 

COVID CITIZEN APP            
New initiative by UC San Francisco called COVID-19 Citizen Science (CCS) will allow 
anyone to become a citizen scientist advancing understanding of COVID-19. A critical mass 
of CCS participants uploading information though the app could help researchers gain insight 
into how the virus is spreading and identify ways to reduce the number of new infections. 

4/15 
CORONAVIRUS CONTACT TRACING     
San Francisco launches Innovative Contact Tracing Program to Strengthen Coronavirus 
Response.  Mayor London Breed and Director of Health Dr. Grant Colfax say the innovative 
new program will help identify Bay Area residents who have been exposed to coronavirus, and 
give them access to the testing and resources needed to keep themselves and their communities 
safe.

GATEWAY NURSING DISTRICT ATTORNEY INVESTIGATION 
13 residents have now died at the Gateway Care & Rehab Center in Hayward, and the Alameda 
County DA is launching a criminal investigation into the facility. The health department said it is 
“deeply concerned” about the situation and is working with the state to “target interventions.” An 
expert in nursing facilities tells us that could involve the county sending strike teams or even 
putting in its own manager. 

CORONAVIRUS RACIAL DISPARITY    
Mayor Libby Schaaf and regional leaders are creating an emergency task force to address the 
racial impacts of the COVID-19 virus and create state legislation to reduce health disparities for 
people of color. 



4/16
CORONAVIRUS FREMONT FACE COVERING     
Fremont requires people to wear face masks in public.   The places of business identified in the 
Executive Order include those where members of the public may still be visiting for essential 
services during this time.

4/18 
CORONAVIRUS STUDENTS STEPPING UP                     
15 Santa Clara University students from China recently procured 1800 N95 masks and 3000 
procedural masks from China, most of which they are donating to Valley Medical Foundation 
and other local health-care providers. The story of what it took to get the masks to the U.S. from 
China in only 4 to 9 days is a touching and interesting one. 

4/20 
CORONAVIRUS PLASMA THERAPY            
The idea of blood plasma therapy to combat COVID-19 is picking up steam as health care 
workers begin to see remarkable results. Vitalant Blood Center in SF is now actively collecting 
plasma from those who have recovered from the virus.  

4/21
ZERO BAIL RELEASE                 
Almost anyone arrested right now is being released on a zero bail because they don't want new 
inmates coming into the jail and possibly causing a COVID-19 outbreak. In Alameda County, 
one inmate was cited and released, then committed 2 carjacking’s in 45 minutes. If this is an 
issue that is going to stick around for months to come, what should be done? 

CORONAVIRUS TREATMENT DELAYED           
Bay Area emergency room doctors and nurses say the ongoing pandemic has transformed 
hospitals into deserts.  Emergency visits have declined by more than half at Kaiser and Stanford. 
Santa Clara County's three public hospitals have seen just 35 percent of their typical daily ER 
traffic. Visits also have dropped substantially at Sutter, John Muir and at other health care 
systems across the region.

4/23 
CORONAVIRUS SAN FRANCISCO TESTING STATUS             
The San Francisco Department of Public Health provides an update about the City's COVID-19 
testing response.  Yesterday we discovered the highly touted SOMA test center, supposedly 
opened on 4/17, appeared abandoned.  We are asking how that can be.

COVID-19 NAVIGATION CENTER 
On April 22 a second positive case of COVID-19 was confirmed at Division Circle Navigation 
Center, three weeks after the first positive test was found. The City has moved 48 vulnerable 
people out of the navigation center and into isolation, quarantine, and shelter-in-place 
hotels.   The San Francisco Department of Public Health is now testing all remaining guests and 
staff at Division Circle Navigation Center and transferring all 59 guests to isolation and 
quarantine hotel rooms. 



SANTA CLARA COUNTY FIRST DEATH FOLLOW-UP   
We now can put a face and name to the first COVID-19 death in the US:  Patricia Dowd, who 
worked at Lam Research in Fremont for 28 years. She was known as a world traveler, but hadn’t 
traveled recently. Family and friends were shocked by her sudden death. Joe spoke with a Lam 
co-worker who also played softball with her.  

4/28 
SAN FFRANCISCO TESTING SITES LAG     
While testing capacity has expanded in San Francisco, we’ve learned relatively few tests are 
being performed. Two CityTestSF sites have the capacity to test 1,500 people per day, but have 
only tested 2,000 since opening. Supervisor Matt Haney wants the criteria for testing to be 
expanded. 
 
4/29 
CORONAVIRUS GILEAD REMDESIVIR      
Gilead Sciences' Remdesivir would be the first treatment to pass such a test against the virus 
which has killed more than 218,000 people since it’s emerge date last year. Having a treatment 
could have a profound effect on the global pandemic, especially because health officials say any 
vaccine is likely a year or more away. 

5/1
FARMWORKERS DRIVE    
Farmworkers are working long hours for little pay in fields, orchards and packing plants to keep 
food on our tables. Hundreds are joining in this week to thank these essential workers by 
providing them with non-perishable foods, face masks & other essential supplies. 

5/4
SANTA CLARA TESTING EXPANDS      
Santa Clara is opening two new COVID-19 testing facilities as part of a plan to open 80 such 
sites across the state. These sites are aimed at making testing available to populations who do not 
have readily accessible testing options, and will focus on high-risk populations on an 
appointment basis. 

SAN JOSE CINCO DE MAYO CROWDS 
Pictures and video show huge crowds of people gathering to watch car stunts in East San Jose as 
part of early Cinco de Mayo celebrations. No masks, or social distancing. Police say they won’t 
go into big groups of people to clear a crowd but will have special operations and patrol officers 
out for the holiday.

5/6
CORONAVIRUS SANTA CLARA COUNTY TEST SITE OPENS                       
Santa Clara Public Health Department issues new guidance on expansion of testing to identify 
individuals who are infected, protect vulnerable populations, and better understand the spread of 
the disease. In addition, COVID-19 testing in California is now available for all healthcare 
workers, including those who do not have any symptoms of COVID-19. 



5/8
CORONAVIRUS OAKLAND TESTING
Oakland announced a partnership with Roots Community Health Center to open a new COVID-
19 community-based testing site (CBTS) in East Oakland. This site will be one of the first walk-
in only sites in the Bay Area. Testing will be provided free of charge Monday, Wednesday, and 
Friday 10:00am to 4:00pm. Health insurance is not required.

5/11
CORONAVIRUS SAN JOSE ZIP CODES             
Analysis of Santa Clara County death records shows the coronavirus is hitting hardest in the poor 
and largely Latino neighborhoods of East San Jose, where death rates are far higher than in 
wealthier areas.  The death data shows the toll of coronavirus is falling disproportionately on 
vulnerable communities, where predominantly Latinos and African-Americans have long been 
poorly served by existing health care systems, and where many because of economic stress or the 
nature of their jobs have been unable to stay safely at home amid the coronavirus pandemic.

5/12 
CORONAVIRUS SANTA CLARA PLASMA STUDY    
As one of the hardest hit locations in California, treatment options for hospitalized COVID-19 
patients is of critical importance. The clinical staff at Santa Clara Valley Medical Center, 
O'Connor Hospital and St. Louise Regional Hospital are participating in a Mayo Clinic 
sponsored research study regarding convalescent plasma. 

5/16
CORONAVIRUS EYE INFECTIONS
New research shows how the eyes may play a role in the spread of COVID-19. Researchers from 
Johns Hopkins researchers found the eyes create a protein called ACE-2, making them a 
potential target for the virus.  

5/18
CORONAVIRUS SAN FRANCISCO TESTING UPDATE                    
SF Mayor London Breed and Health Director Grant Colfax announce creation of three new 
testing sites in underserved areas of the city.  They include the city’s first mobile testing site and 
testing for families in Hunters View. The expanded testing opportunities is another step toward 
the City's goal of universal access to testing for all San Franciscans.

5/22
CORONAVIRUS MASK RULES                           
New public health order takes effect Friday. It says residents must wear a face covering when at 
any business even if it's outdoors and on public transit. Businesses, for their part, will have to 
post signs reminding residents to wear a face covering.  At all other times when residents are out 
in public, they are "strongly encouraged" to wear a face covering, the order states.



6/6
PROTEST POP UP TESTING                            
San Francisco city officials have established a free, pop-up coronavirus testing clinic for people 
protesting for racial equality in aftermath of George Floyd’s death. The clinic is free for people 
who are worried they may have contracted the virus at the mass demonstrations this last week 
even if they have no symptoms.

6/9
CORONAVIRUS INFECTION SPIKE           
As counties across California continue to loosen restrictions on stay-at-home orders, the number 
of coronavirus cases around the state continues to spike.  It’s been 12 days since California 
topped 100,000 coronavirus cases and the state has added at least 2,000 cases to its count each 
day since hitting that milestone, bringing the total to 133,896 as of Monday night. We look at the 
status of different counties.

6/10
CORONAVIRUS CHURCH TRACING  
Contra Costa County health officials are backing down on their requirement in the latest order 
issued June 5 that places of worship gather names and information of all attendees, keep it for 14 
days and provide it to the county immediately upon request. According to a statement issued 
Tuesday morning, "health officers will be working with county attorneys to revise the order to 
reflect this as a recommendation but not a requirement."

6/10
CORONAVIRUS TESTING
Santa Clara is pushing large healthcare systems to provide access to COVID-19 testing for 
patients in high-risk categories. The public hospitals have been doing, but the County Health 
Officer says the others (like Kaiser) need to step up so the County can reach its testing goals. 

6/23
MASK FINES
A San Mateo County Supervisor proposes fining people for not wearing masks
The supervisor says the public is not taking the virus seriously. He has written a letter to the 
Governor asking him to enforce wearing masks statewide by allowing counties to collect fines. 

COVID 19 – SHELTER IN PLACE

4/10  
CORONAVIRUS WEEKEND WARNING                          
Going into what is expected to be a sunny Easter and Passover weekend when families and 
friends normally gather together, Santa Clara County Board of Supervisors President Cindy 
Chavez; Santa Clara County Chief Executive Officer & physician Jeff Smith and Supervisor 
Dave Cortese will discuss the importance of being vigilant about sheltering-in-place at this point 
in time to stop the spread of coronavirus. A number of parks and open spaces around the Bay 
Area are limiting parking or closing access ahead of the weekend. 



4/10 
SAN JOSE DRIVE IN CHURCH                          
While many churches have turned to online services for the small screen, and others congregate 
for Sunday services in defiance of the law, one San Jose church is taking its Easter Sunday 
services to the big screen. The theater, one of only a handful of drive-in movie theaters left in the 
Bay Area, is temporarily closed in deference to the coronavirus. The service will be shown on 
the big screen and visitors will tune into it on the radio, maintaining proper social distancing.

4/13 
CORONAVIRUS SOCIAL CITATIONS  
As we enter the 5th week of sheltering at home, Devin updates on the “hot spots” where social 
distancing is still an issue.   He is checking with agencies around the Bay Area on a number of 
social distance citations that have been written where people are still gathering in groups etc.  

4/20 
CHINATOWN SOCIAL DISTANCING:  
Chinatown is known for being small and dense, which makes social distancing difficult during 
the pandemic. It’s largely occupied by SRO’s single rooms made up of low-income families. 
They’re able to pick up free food at one of the local restaurants. 

4/21  
CORONAVIRUS NAPA EASES RESTRICTIONS            
Napa County has amended and extended the Shelter-At-Home Order effective immediately. 
Today’s order includes revisions for businesses, churches, landscaping, golf courses. 

4/24 
SOCIAL DISTANCING ENFORCEMENT: 
As we head into a warm weekend, officials are pleading with people not to undo weeks of 
progress flattening the curve by flocking to parks and beaches. Mayor Breed said today the San 
Francisco stay-at-home order will likely be extended. Police said there are still people and 
businesses floating the order. Officers have issued 17 citations so far. 

4/27 
STAY AT HOME FATIGUE                        
The Bay Area’s stay at home order has been extended through the end of May. UCSF Dr. 
George Rutherford weighs in on the science behind the decision and why a model the state is 
using is so high. Also talked to someone from the Warm Line about people’s mental health 
dealing with the isolation, and getting interviews from people who say they support the decision 
as hard as it is.

4/28
CORONAVIRUS SAN FRANCISCO SLOW STREETS ADDITIONS         
The shelter in place has been extended through May. To give people room for outdoor activities, 
a portion of John F. Kennedy Drive in Golden Gate Park and John F. Shelley Drive in John 
McLaren Park will be closed to vehicles 24 hours per day throughout the duration of San 
Francisco's Stay Home Order. 



4/29 
EASING SHELTER IN PLACE RESTRICTIONS                     
Breaking down some of the outdoor activities now allowed in the revised stay-at-home order, 
including the allowing of construction, landscaping, golfing, tennis and skateparks. Contra Costa 
County’s Deputy Health officer says this will be a test, and counties need to see how the virus 
spreads over the next 4 weeks. 

4/30 
CORONAVIRUS BEACH CLOSURES                               
Governor Newsom is expected to formally close beaches on Thursday. While most state parks 
and many local beaches, trails and parks have been closed for weeks, Newsom's order is sure to 
ignite pushback from community leaders who argue they can safely provide some relief to 
residents.   How will this impact Golden Gate National Recreation Area beaches?

5/1
OPEN CALIFORNIA PROTEST    
Protestors demand that Governor Newsom fully reopen California. Their words: 
“We demand our rights be restored.  We have the right to work and we can do so while 
exercising preventative safety measures.  We CANNOT SURVIVE this shutdown any 
longer.  People have been stripped of their rights to freedom of religion and of assembly. This 
government overreach violates 1st amendment rights and WE WON'T STAND FOR IT! 

5/5
CORONAVIRUS CINCO DE MAYO CROWDS 
San Jose Police say that in advance of Cinco de Mayo festivities, their goal is to be proactive and 
facilitate a safe environment. The Department is deploying additional personnel to ensure 
sufficient resources. Chief Garcia has made it clear that officers will not be going into crowds to 
issue citations to people violating the social distance health order. 

5/8
EAST BAY SHELTER IN PLACE WEEKEND WARNING
Ahead of a warm Mother’s Day weekend, Oakland’s mayor is pleading with people to stay away 
from Lake Merritt. She’s worried that too many people are not wearing masks while they’re 
picnicking and barbecuing. 

5/11
CORONAVIRUS BY THE NUMBERS        
When six Bay Area counties announced that they are extending stay-home orders through the 
end of May, they also revealed benchmarks they will use to determine when they can safely 
reopen the region.  Checklist shows how each county in the Bay Area has progressed as of 
Friday, May 8, against each of these indicators.



5/13
BAY AREA REOPENING DIFFERENCES
San Francisco, San Mateo, Alameda & Marin counties will lift restrictions next week to allow 
most retail to reopen for curbside pickup. Joe talks to the owner of a party supply store in Daly 
City getting ready.  Santa Clara & Contra Costa are still keeping the current restrictions in place. 

5/14
CORONAVIRUS SOCIAL PODS            
Households are being encouraged to buddy up for the sake of variety and mental health. But 
negotiating to become part of someone else's intimate circle in the midst of a pandemic is fraught 
with dangers both medical (what if you inadvertently infect one another?) and social. (What if 
you have a falling out? Whom do you pick? What if they don't pick you?)  

5/14
SUMMER EVENT CANCELLATIONS                   
Danville has just announced it is canceling its 4th of July parade. It draws thousands of people 
every year who line up early and is a big fundraiser, but they are turning it into a virtual parade 
and asking people to film videos. We learned other big summer events today will be canceled 
including San Francisco’s Stern Grove concerts and the Monterey Jazz Festival.

5/15
CORONAVIRUS LAKE MERRITT CROWDS
City of Oakland expands plans to encourage physical distancing at city parks
Vending in city parks and parking adjacent to Lake Merritt will be suspended through May 31

6/22
REVERSING THE REOPENING                             
Governor Newsom is warning that he may have to reverse the reopening if coronavirus cases 
keep skyrocketing in California.  Over the weekend there were a record number of cases in the 
state, meanwhile hospitalizations also jumped. The Governor is literally begging people to wear 
masks.  

COVID 19 – BUSINESS IMPACT

4/2 
CORONAVIRUS SMALL BUSINESS RELIEF            
Governor Gavin Newsom announced further support for small businesses and employees 
impacted by COVID-19 Thursday, including a "one year reprieve" on sales tax for business 
owners and a new job-searching website. The announcements came the day the U.S. learned 6.6 
million residents applied for unemployment insurance last week, shattering a record set just the 
week before. 



4/3 
CORONAVIRUS CANNABIS DISPENSARIES STRUGGLE
Santa Clara County dispensaries will no longer be able to sell recreational marijuana on site as 
part of the new stay at home order. Suppliers must also stop cultivating and distributing 
marijuana for recreational use.  Dispensaries say it’s a serious threat to their business. 

4/7 
CORONAVIRUS BUSINESS BURGLARIES        
Two business owners who were recently victims of break-ins at their restaurants are willing to 
share their security camera video and talk on Camera. They say there is growing concern in the 
business community that thieves are targeting businesses they believe to be vulnerable or 
shuttered during the shelter in place order.

4/15 
CORONAVIRUS REOPEN PLANS        
Gym owners are concerned when it comes to proper re-opening.  One owner is thinking about 
having everyone take their temperature before a class and limiting class sizes and he hopes other 
gyms will take the same precautions.  We talk to him and those who have transformed their 
homes into gyms to ask if they will return to their gym membership once restrictions are lifted.

4/16 
CORONAVIRUS RICHMOND CHURCH      
Contra Costa Sheriff's Office Cites Church for Violating Health Officer Order.  A deputy 
responded to the All Nations Church of God in Christ in North Richmond in response to an 
anonymous complaint.  He saw approximately 40 people inside the church. None of them were 
wearing a face mask and they did not practice social distancing. 

4/20 
CORONAVIRUS SMALL BUSINESS                      
The owner of a Togo's Sandwich shop in Pleasanton applied for the PPP loan, but never heard 
back. Now we are hearing massive corporations like Ruth's Chris and PotBelly got $10-20 
million from SBA while the main street businesses were often excluded. 

4/28
CORONAVIRUS DEFIANT HAIR STYLIST    
Owner of a hair salon in Vacaville reopens her shop despite the order forbidding it. She says: 
"Like many business owners in California I am frustrated. I have applied for every assistance 
option available, including the PPP through 3 different lenders, the EIDL, the EIDL advance, 
plus 3 private grants ($500-$5000). 

5/4 
WILDFIRE SEASON PREPERATIONS
Wildfire Preparedness Week starts today, and fire crews are preparing for the added combination 
of a dangerous fire season with low resources. Cal Fire is asking people to take action now to 
prepare, since shelter space will be limited in the event of mass evacuations. 



5/4 
CORONAVIRUS PHASE TWO PLAN     
California retailers can begin to reopen their businesses by the end of this week, while some 
regions of the state with few coronavirus cases will be able to go even further in loosening 
restrictions on public life.  Newsom said he would put out guidelines this week for modifications 
that stores across the state could adopt to sell clothing, book, music, toys, sporting goods and 
flowers again starting Friday, through curbside pickup.  

5/6
CORONAVIRUS BACKDOOR BARBER        
There’s a barber in the East Bay doing haircuts out of his garage.  He says Juliette can come 
watch him at work doing so-called "backdoor barbering" 

5/6
NAPA PHASE 2
Napa County says it will follow the governor’s guidelines for Phase 2 and allow some retail 
shops to open starting tomorrow for curbside pickup, including books, flower shops, music 
stores, etc. Trying to find a business in downtown Napa that’s getting ready. 

5/8
TESLA REOPENING    
Tesla plans to resume "limited operations" at its Fremont car plant on Friday, bringing back 
about 30 percent of its workforce, according to emails sent to employees. Fremont is located in 
Alameda County, however, which said in a statement it's still under lockdown. 

5/8
CORONAVIRUS SAN JOSE RESTAURANTS
San José Mayor San Liccardo and councilmember Dev Davis are proposing a plan to give local 
businesses, particularly restaurants, access to public space and private adjacent property for open 
air operations, in anticipation of revisions to county health guidelines that will allow for the safe 
reopening of the economy. 

5/8 
CORONAVIRUS SONOMA REOPENS 
The Sonoma County Health Officer is amending the Public Shelter-in-Place Health Order to 
reopen retail stores for curbside pickup and delivery, effective today.  These businesses include, 
but are not limited to bookstores, jewelry stores, toy stores, clothing stores, shoe stores, home 
and furnishing stores, sporting goods stores, antique stores, music stores.     

5/8
SOLANO BUSINESSES REOPEN
Solano County is one of 3 counties in the Bay Area that allowed some retail to reopen today, but 
it’s going even further than the governor’s guidelines. The county public health director says 
they are allowing “low-risk” businesses that can maintain social distancing, which includes 
offices and even churches.



5/11
CORONAVIRUS TESLA LATEST
Even though Alameda County’s health order prevents the Tesla factory from coming back to full 
operation, Elon is going full steam ahead and we’re expected to see employees coming into work 
today. All this while Elon is threatening to move the HQ from Fremont during a time of job 
uncertainty. 

5/11
LOCAL GOVERNMENT BUDGET CONCERNS
Bay Area cities are looking at tough cuts as they face ballooning deficits due to the pandemic. 
Tonight Palo Alto is talking about potential cuts to police and fire to deal with a $40 million 
shortfall. Across the Bay, Richmond is considering furloughs, service cuts, and shutting library 
services. 

5/12
CALIFORNIA RESTAURANT REOPENINGS
We talk to some Bay Area restaurants who are glad to finally get some guidance on reopening 
from the governor, even though they are still waiting to see what the local counties say. Gotts 
Roadside says the new regulations are achievable but will be laborious and costly. Poor House 
Bistro in San Jose says they’re still trying to figure out if dine-in service makes financial sense, 
or they may stick to takeout. 

5/13
CORONAVIRUS SAN FRANCISCO RETAIL REOPENS                     
San Francisco is easing the city's coronavirus stay-at-home restrictions by allowing retailers to 
open for curbside pickup and delivery next week. The city will also allow manufacturing and 
warehouses to open with a limited number of employees.  All businesses will need to follow 
social distancing. 

5/14
VERITAS SMALL BUSINESS LOAN
San Francisco’s largest corporate landlord, Veritas, is getting criticism for accepting a PPP loan 
for $3.6 million. We’ve done several stories on tenants accusing Veritas of using tactics to get 
tenants to move out. Veritas says it’s using the money to bring back furloughed workers. 

5/14
SONOMA COUNTY RESTRICTIONS LIFTED   
Starting at midnight, Sonoma County will allow more businesses to open including car washes, 
pet groomers, offices and childcare facilities. There’s a debate between some county supervisors 
and the public health officer about just how far to go with reopening.  The county is also hoping 
to soon open the driving force of its economy, tourism and hospitality.   

CORONAVIRUS SAN FRANCISCO PARKING SPACE DINING
The Golden Gate Restaurant Association is advocating San Francisco city officials open dining 
rooms on parking spaces, alleyways, and public plazas when/if restrictions continue to be eased. 
A similar proposal was made by Sam Liccardo for San Jose on Friday. 



5/16
CORONAVIRUS RETAIL REOPENING   
Curbside pickup is coming for many businesses trying to reopen from the COVID-19 lockdown, 
but how will that work exactly? What about shops where you might want to try before you buy? 
Kenny Choi takes a look at what’s on the horizon for small businesses.

5/22
CORONAVIRUS RELUCTANT TO RETURN   
Any worker in California who was earning less than $43,000 per year is receiving more on UI 
(though this does count health benefits, if they receive).  Workers are required to return to work 
or lose UI if they are offered their previous jobs, but there is a big exemption now for any 
workers who can claim health concerns-either because of pre-existing conditions or unsafe work 
places.

6/6
NAPA WINERIES REOPEN                         
Following updated State guidelines announced today, the Napa County Public Health Officer 
says additional industry sectors can open for non-essential travel including hotels, wineries, and 
tasting rooms. This comes as the Napa city manager announced they are projecting a $20 million 
dollar budget shortfall for this fiscal year. 

6/8
NAPA BUDGET PROBLEM 
Napa's City Manager has sent an open letter to the community saying COVID-19 has turned their 
tourist-dependent city upside down and is creating an unprecedented budget problem.  They have 
a projected budget shortfall of $20 million dollars, 20% of the annual General Fund revenues.  

6/12
SAN FRANCISCO RESTAURANT REOPENING          
What's open, and where can you eat?  What are the rules?  The city's often unfriendly summer 
weather is causing major hurdles for restaurant owners hoping to take advantage of outdoor 
dining after months of forced closure or limited operations during the shut-down. That, 
combined with the homelessness crisis and cars zooming down busy streets, has led many to 
decide outdoor dining isn't worth the investment.   

6/16
ZOO FUNDING 
Both the Oakland San Francisco Zoos have been running on fumes for the past few months. Now 
they are asking for donations to feed the animals and are pleading with the Board of Supervisors 
this week to let them open. 



COVID 19 – UNEMPLOYMENT

4/2 
CORONAVIRUS UNDOCUMENTED LABOR       
Some of the most vulnerable members of the bay area workforce are now looking for work.

4/23 
CORONAVIRUS UNEMPLOYMENT NUMBERS     
New unemployment claims numbers out this morning: nationwide 4,427,000 new claims filed 
the week ending April 18, reaching a 4 week total of over 23.1 million claims. In California an 
additional 533,568 new claims, bringing our total in only the last 4 weeks to over 3.1 million 
new claims.

4/28 
CORONA VIRUS GIG WORKERS            
Self-Employed, Part-Time and Gig Workers can now apply for unemployment 
benefits.   California will administer benefits, including an additional $600 per week made 
available in coronavirus legislation. Benefits are retroactive to the date of job loss, not the filing 
date.

4/29 
CORONAVIRUS SAN JOSE FURLOUGHED WORKERS
The city of San Jose on Tuesday announced major furloughs for unbenefited and temporary part-
time employees, citing at least $45 million in general fund "revenue shortfalls" by the end of the 
year. These employees were planned to have paid administrative leave until the May 3rd 
expiration of Santa Clara County's current shelter-in-place order. The furloughs will be of 
workers in departments such as Parks, Recreation and Neighborhood Services, the San Jose 
Public Library and the San Jose Police Department.

5/8
CORONAVIRUS UNEMPLOYMENT      
Almost four million Californians have filed for unemployment insurance in the seven weeks 
since the coronavirus began forcing millions of companies to close their doors and slash their 
workforces.

5/18
CORONAVIRUS UNDOUCMENTED AID               
Starting today, undocumented immigrants in California can begin applying for financial 
assistance to support them during the coronavirus pandemic in the first relief fund of its kind. 
Governor Gavin Newsom announced the $125 million coronavirus disaster relief fund last month 
to support undocumented immigrants who were ineligible for federal stimulus checks and 
unemployment benefits due to their immigration status.  It's the first state funding effort directed 
at helping undocumented immigrants as the coronavirus pandemic causes financial hardships and 
spurs unemployment across the nation.



6/11
CALIFORNIA JOBLESS                
Our state economy has now become in effect an unemployment insurance economy.  This 
morning's new unemployment claims numbers show that nationally new claims have fallen by 
355,000 from last week.  In contrast, California's new unemployment claims increased by 29,426 
new claims. California's new claims are far above those of the next state, Florida.   

COVID 19 – EDUCATION

4/1 
STUDENT DISRUPTION AND DISAPPOINTMENT 
Now that schools are officially closed for the rest of the year, we look at the disappointment for 
students. Maria talks to a Stanford student who put herself through school and is emotional about 
not having a graduation ceremony. 

4/7 
OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT DISTANCE LEARNING    
Now that 6 Bay Area counties have officially closed campuses for the rest of the school year, we 
look at some of the challenge’s schools are having making sure students have the tools they need 
to make distance learning happen. Both Oakland Unified and Ravenswood City School District 
in East Palo Alto are trying to get laptops and wi-fi hot spots to students. 

4/15 
SAN FRANCISCO UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT GRADES STUDENT CONCERNS 
The school board for SF Unified supports a plan to give all students A’s for the semester. A final 
decision will be made next month, but the idea is sparking some controversy and is in contrast to 
guidance form state officials.  The students say many peers don’t have the technology to keep up 
and their home situations aren’t ideal for attending online classes now. 

4/20 
SCHOOL CATCH UP PLANS  
Looking at how schools are planning to get students up to speed when they do finally get back to 
class. There’s been some talk in districts about the option of transitioning to a year-round 
format.  Andrea talked to the principal at Pittsburg High, who says he can’t see his school 
making major schedule changes but teachers will probably have to re-teach some of the lessons.

4/28 
CALIFORNIA SCHOOL REOPENING PLAN: 
Governor Newsom proposed the idea of schools reopening in late July or early August. The news 
came as a relief to some parents we spoke with who say it’s getting harder to homeschool. Using 
a statement from the California Teachers Association, which says the return should be planned 
and deliberate with public health at the forefront of decision making.



5/18
RETURN TO CLASSROOM CHALLENGES  
Marin County is doing an experimental program to get students back into the classroom, starting 
with 12 special education students at San Jose Middle School. The success of the program could 
help the district determine how schools should reopen in the fall.  We talk to the teacher who has 
volunteered to get back into class, and another teacher who is still hesitant.

5/20 
CORONAVIRUS SCHOOL FUTURES               
State Superintendent Tony Thurmond hosts a virtual meeting bringing 1,000 districts together to 
discuss safely reopening schools. 

COVID 19 – FOOD

4/3 
EAST BAY BURRITO DONATIONS       
Best Coast Burrito in the East Bay initially took a major hit to business when the stay at home 
order went into effect. Now they’re serving up hundreds of burritos a day to deliver to doctors 
and nurses in hospitals throughout the Bay Area. It’s made possible through donations from all 
over the world. 

4/9
CORONAVIRUS CHURCH FOOD GIVEAWAY 
There's a food giveaway at Cathedral of Faith in San Jose.  Lines of cars are circling outside the 
and for blocks around the church.  Streets are all clogged with cars.  

4/10 
CORONAVIRUS MEAT SUPPLY 
Smithfield Foods Inc. will keep its Sioux Falls, S.D., pork plant closed indefinitely at the urging 
of the state's governor.  This could have national and local implications.  We are checking with 
local beef ranchers and food economists to see what the local impact could be if we start running 
short on meat.  

4/15 
CORONAVIRUS BERKELEY RESTAURANT MEALS       
Berkeley restaurants are teaming up to cook meals for the homeless as part of a collaboration 
with the Downtown Berkeley Association and Dorothy Day House. They’re raising money to 
cover the cost of food and paying restaurants $8-10 a meal to help keep their business afloat. 

4/24
CORONAVIRUS NAPA WINERIES VIRTUAL TASTINGS   
Napa’s wine industry is suffering under the stay-at-home order, but some wineries are adapting 
to an online business model. We sit in on one of Alpha Omega’s virtual live tastings, where they 
send the wine ahead of time and can connect with their customers over a glass. The winery has 
been able to keep all of its full-time employees



5/6
BERKELEY BUTCHER BUSINESS      
The Local Butcher Shop in Berkeley hasn’t been impacted by the meat shortages like large 
retailers have. In fact, his business is booming both in-store and online. He says it’s because he 
works with local farms that have extra meat on hand that they would normally sell to 
restaurants.  

5/20
HUNGER AT HOME                 
Shelter-in-place orders have decimated many Silicon Valley businesses leaving hundreds of 
thousands of workers jobless. In response, Hunger at Home transformed its business model, 
using its massive food production and distribution capacity to provide meals and groceries 
directly to those who are suddenly food insecure. 

COVID 19 – HOUSING AND HOMELESSNESS

4/1 
CORONAVIRUS RENTER RULES            
Various groups are withholding rent.  Do you need to pay rent, can you hold off on rent?  What 
kind of trouble will you face?  Evictions?

4/2
CORONAVIRUS HOMELESS HOTELS     
After the city reported its first homeless case of COVID-19 at a navigation center, a group of San 
Francisco supervisors pressured the mayor to proactively move the homeless from shelters into 
hotels before they get sick. They plan to introduce an ordinance requiring at least 1,000 hotel 
rooms be used by homeless people. The mayor has agreed to move the elderly/people with 
underlying conditions out of the navigation center with the positive case. 

4/6 
HOMELESS SOCIAL DISTANCING
In a drastic change, San Francisco is now doing what homeless advocates have asked for weeks: 
moving at-risk people out of shelters and into hotel rooms. The Moscone West building will not 
be used as a large-scale shelter and only house people who’ve tested negative. Susie Steimle 
looks at how the hotel housing will work and why some advocates say it’s not happening quickly 
enough.

4/10 
CORONAVIRUS SAN FRANCISCO HOMELESS                          
We expect to hear more on the City’s help for the homeless during the COVID-19 crisis.   There 
is a homeless activist protest at noon that Rick Villaroman is shooting and will effort a live 
feed.  If he can’t live feed, he will tape turn it.  The protest is at noon, and London Breed’s 
newser is at 1pm.  



4/18 
CORONAVIRUS HOMELESS HOUSING LATEST                   
Governor Gavin Newsom will provide an update on Project Roomkey, the state's initiative to 
provide safe isolation capacity for Californians experiencing homelessness in order to protect 
them and the state from COVID-19. There are concerns it could sweep through the state's 
150,000 homeless.

4/18 
CORONAVIRUS OAKLAND HOMELESS                              
As the coronavirus continues its rampage, it's the homeless who may be most vulnerable 
considering they are often in close contact with others and many have some sort of medical 
condition.  Mayor Libby Schaaf tells KPIX 5 a total of about 200 homeless people from Oakland 
have now been moved to hotels left vacant because of the stay-at-home order. 

4/27 
PROJECT HOME
Looking at the state of real estate since the shelter-in-place took effect. A Compass analyst says 
sales and new listings have come to a screeching halt, but listed homes are still selling. We talk 
to one woman who was looking to downsize from her family home and had to take the sale 
process online. 

5/4
CORONAVIRUS TENDERLOIN LAWSUIT  
University of California Hastings, joined by five Tenderloin individuals and organizations, filed 
suit against the City & County of San Francisco in an effort to improve conditions in the 
Tenderloin. The Tenderloin has long been a neighborhood that has sustained a disproportionate 
share of San Francisco's homelessness, drug sales, mental illness, and crime. 

5/4
CORONAVIRUS SCAM LISTINGS
Scammers are taking advantage of the coronavirus crisis with fake apartment listings that aim to 
steal your identity. Susie Stimle responds to one of the fake listings and takes us through the 
scammer’s pitch to get personal information. 

5/8 
SAN FRANCISCO EMPTY HOTEL ROOMS
San Francisco is spending more than $30,000 a day for empty hotel rooms, according to the 
Chronicle. The city had overestimated when it prepared to use those rooms for frontline health 
care workers, with about 80% regularly sitting vacant. 

6/18
WALKAWAY RENTERS                                
Initially there were fears that San Francisco renters would not pay their rent, given that landlords 
can’t evict during COVID.  However, a new survey from the San Francisco Apartment 
Association found that 7.5% of renters have actually broken their leases over the last three 



months and simply walked away, presumably because they’ve lost their jobs, or else are now 
working remotely from a different location. 

COVID 19 TRANSPORTATION

4/6
CORONAVIRUS MUNI BART ESSENTIAL WORKERS      
Drastic cuts just announced for public transit this week. Muni is cutting routes down to only its 
17 reduced lines. BART will start running trains every half hour. The changes could make it 
more difficult for essential workers who still need to find a way to their jobs.

4/28 
CORONAVIRUS AIR TRAVEL SAFETY     
JetBlue became the first airline to require masks on flights. Using the video from a woman’s 
nearly full flight from NYC showing little social distancing. Talking to someone from Travel site 
“The Points Guy” who says that kind of crowded flight is still an exception right now, but the 
changes airlines are making such as empty middle seats are smart. Also interviews from San Jose 
Mineta airport, which is still pretty empty. 

5/13
MASS TANSIT FUTURE      
Bay Area transit agencies are facing massive shortfalls and are considering service cuts to 
balance their budgets. Tonight AC Transit is discussing a 20% cut to service, while BART is 
asking for $600 million in federal funding. 

5/19
BART FUNDING FUTURE                      
VTA and BART hold signing ceremony for the VTA’s Silicon Valley Berryessa extension.
General Managers from both agencies will sign the document, signifying that all safety related 
tests have been completed and that there are no safety hazards or vulnerabilities known to exist 
that would prevent the Berryessa Extension from being utilized for passenger service. Safety 
certification is the last milestone before passenger service may begin.  A date will be announced 
at the signing ceremony.

5/20
CORONAVIRUS BART BUDGET                            
BART is getting a first installment of nearly $250 million in federal relief money to keep the 
system operating with only 6 percent of normal ridership.  But BART board member Debora 
Allen says the agency isn't even considering the idea of staff furloughs or layoffs or pay cuts.  In 
fact, union employees all stand to get a 2.7 percent raise in July.  Allen says BART is simply 
relying on government bailouts in lieu of any significant labor belt-tightening



5/27
BART REPOPEN PLAN  
BART says it has a plan to accommodate the anticipated surge in riders and it's a long 
one.  BART is working hard to reimagine transit service as the region begins to reopen and riders 
return.  

6/22
BART CONDITIONS                  
BART released it's 15-point welcome back plan.  But we've found little evidence of what they 
have been touting.  Last week John Anglin spent several hours riding various BART lines and 
only found one obvious new sign posted about how to maintain social distancing on BART.  And 
some of the BART trains we rode were very dirty, which may not instill a lot of confidence.

RACIAL JUSTICE/POLICE REFORM

6/8
CROSSFIT BACKLASH               
CrossFit CEO Greg Glassman apologized for an insensitive tweet about George Floyd, who died 
at the hands of Minneapolis police, saying that he "made a mistake by the words I chose." That 
was too little too late for sports gear maker Reebok, which said over the weekend it's ending a 
partnership with CrossFit following the tweet, while some gyms said they would end their 
affiliation with the workout brand.

POLICE REFORMS 
After more than a week of protests against police brutality and unrest, a growing chorus of 
elected officials, civic leaders and residents are calling for police reform.

6/8
DEFUND POLICE PUSH                                 
Andrea Borba looks into the push to defund police departments around the nation in the wake of 
George Floyd’s death at the hands of Minneapolis police. What is “community policing” and 
what would it look like?

SAN JOSE POLICE DEPARTMENT USE OF FORCE                                       
Police in San Jose are tweaking their rules for the use of rubber projectiles during confrontations 
with demonstrators. They will be reserved for situations where “a person is actively attacking an 
officer or another person or when an armed agitator poses a threat to officers or other peaceful 
protestors.” We take a look at some of the other changes they are enacting.

6/10
OAKLAND UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT (OUSD) DEFUND POLICE
There is a renewed push in the wake of the killing of George Floyd, and the resulting protests, to 
eliminate the cops that are hired by OUSD. School Board meeting tonight. Parents/students 
expected to chime in. 



6/10
HEALTHCARE WORKERS KNEEL 
Staff and physicians at Santa Valley Medical Center, O'Connor Hospital, St. Louise Regional 
Hospital and numerous health centers throughout the county will gather at their respective 
facilities to observe a moment of silence, or take a collective knee in solidarity with the 
widespread calls for action and change across the nation.   
 
6/11
SAN FRANCISCO POLICE DEPARTMENT REFORM                
San Francisco Mayor London Breed unveils blueprint for police reforms that would transform 
the day-to-day course of policing in a department largely occupied by calls about homelessness 
and mental-health issues.  Breed's proposal would remove sworn officers from such calls for 
non-criminal activities, replacing them with trained and non-armed professionals who she said 
would be better equipped to handle situations like neighbor disputes, school discipline 
interventions or behavioral health crises. 

6/11
FOOTHILLS PARK           
More than 90 residents and local political leaders in Palo Alto have signed a letter that calls on 
the City Council to end systemic inequities and overturn a 1965 law that restricts access to 
bucolic Foothills Park to city residents.  For 55 years, Palo Alto has made it illegal for 
nonresidents to visit the 1,400-acre park, which sits high above the city and offers sweeping 
views of the bay, peaceful picnic areas and a small lake. But a letter from Palo Alto activists - 
inspired by calls for ending systemic racism after the police killing of George Floyd could bring 
an end to the unusual city law and throw open Foothills Park’s gates to everyone.

6/15
PROJECT HOME
Tonight we’re taking a closer look at how systemic racism is leading to re-segregation in the 
housing market. Susie Stimle talked with researchers who are watching our cities get whiter and 
wealthier as people of color continue to be pushed farther out.

6/23
CORONAVIRUS:  RACIAL DISPARITY         
Dr. Anthony Fauci, the nation's top infectious disease expert, told a congressional panel Tuesday 
that institutional racism is a factor in contributing to the impact of the coronavirus in Black 
communities. Acts Full Gospel will host the COVIDMD Team, for free COVID-19 testing to 
support the underserved and uninsured in the local community.

6/18
COLUMBUS STATUE REMOVED                         
San Francisco removed the statue of Christopher Columbus next to Coit Tower last night. 
Protesters had planned to topple the statue and toss it into the Bay. We have video of where the 
statue used to stand and Wilson Walker is getting reaction.
 



6/19
WALMART PROFILING CLAIM                                    
We are looking into a claim a black man was racially profiled by a loss prevention officer at the 
Walmart in Vacaville in late March. Part of the encounter was caught on camera. 

6/22
RACISM HEALTH CRISIS            
Supervisor Dave Cortese and Supervisor Cindy Chavez will discuss resolutions on Board of 
Supervisors' meeting agenda that declare racism a public health crisis and support the Black 
Lives Matter movement, with a goal of eliminating racial inequities. 

6/23
DEFUND SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT
Hundreds of people have signed a petition asking San Jose State University to defund & 
demilitarize its police department. Petitioners claim the department has a long history of 
aggression. 

6/23
UNION CITY RACIST GRAFFITI                
Union City police are conducting a hate crime investigation after a vehicle was smashed and 
sprayed with racist graffiti, officials said.  An unknown suspect spray-painted "N- b itch" and "F- 
you N-" on both sides of a white Saturn sedan that had a "Black Lives Matter" sign in its rear 
window, according to photos released by the Union City police department. 

6/24
OAKLAND UNIFIED SSCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL VOTE                               
The Oakland Unified School District votes on a proposal to eliminate the Oakland Unified 
School District Police Department.  There have been marches the past couple of days but the 
board meeting is scheduled at 4:30pm.   

Jefferson Awards -Founded in 1972 by Jacqueline Kennedy Onassis, Senator Robert Taft Jr., 
and Sam Beard, the Jefferson Awards are the country’s longest standing and most prestigious 
celebration of public service. KPIX produces news segments honoring San Francisco Bay 
Area recipients of these awards. These segments air during KPIX News broadcasts on 
Wednesdays at 6pm, Thursdays at noon, and Sunday mornings. The following Jefferson 
Awards were given during 2nd Quarter 2020.

4/1
Eric Gan
Eric founded Books4All his freshman year of High School. His mission is to promote literacy by 
collecting used and new books and raising funds for underserved children. As of today, Eric has 
donated $7500 and over 1000 books to underserved school children at two elementary schools in 
Hollister, CA. Hollister School District is located in an agricultural area where many families 
struggle financially. The funds Eric raises also help teachers at these schools buy supplies and 



other necessary items for the kids they serve. Eric has personally donated $2000 of his own 
money which he raises by playing piano at competitions. 

4/8
Kate Wiley
Kate Wiley is the founder and director of the non-profit Seniors Around Town (SAT) program in 
Orinda CA. Seniors Around Town is a 501 3 (c) program in Orinda CA.  SAT drivers provide 
over 1400 rides annually for Orinda seniors to medical appointments, social engagements, 
shopping and general errands.  Kate was inspired to form SAT as a way to create comfort for 
Orinda seniors, as well as generate an overall feeling of community. Kate runs the organization 
but she also drives whenever needed.
  
4/15
Carlos Martinez
Carlos Martinez is the director of the Castaneda Kids foundation (CFK), a non-profit founded in 
1985 by Carlos and Marina Castaneda, Mr. Martinez’ grandparents.  The family is from El 
Salvador, and has lived between the US and El Salvador for decades.  Carlos and Marina started 
the foundation as a way to serve those underserved in El Salvador, and as a way to inspire their 
entire family across multi generations to serve others.  CKF delivers food baskets, provides 
scholarships and sponsors sports programs to residents in El Salvador. Carlos Martinez is an 
EMT serving San Jose residents.
 
 
4/22
Ayelet Waldman
Writer Ayelet Waldman had just ordered dinner to support a local restaurant when she heard 
from a doctor friend that received a surprise meal delivery at the emergency room. A light bulb 
switched on. She asked a local restaurant to prepare 25 meals, then drove them to a grateful 
Emergency Room staff at Highland Hospital in Oakland. Ayelet spread the word on social 
media, and East Bay FeedER was born. The non-profit partners with World Central Kitchen and 
uses thousands of private donations to purchase full-price meals from 78 East Bay independent 
restaurants.  Dozens of volunteers deliver the meals twice a day to feed those fighting the 
pandemic in five East Bay hospital intensive care units. So far East Bay FeedER has donated 
over 30,000 meals serving 25 care sites. 
 
4/29
Frank Plughoff/ Bianca Nandzik
In less than two weeks, a post in a neighborhood Facebook group evolved into an organized 
support system for an entire community during San Francisco’s COVID-19 shelter-in-place 
order. The Sunset Neighborhood Help Group directly connects residents with elderly and at-risk 
neighbors who need help buying groceries and running errands. The group is made up entirely of 
volunteers who come from a wide range of backgrounds and abilities.  Full-time artist and Sunset 
resident Bianca Nandzik and neighbor Frank Plughoff, a former printing industry worker, created 
the group on Facebook on March 13 after Plughoff saw a post from Nandzik asking if neighbors 
needed help. Bianca and Frank also wanted to reach out to elderly neighbors who may not have 
internet access, as well as neighbors who may be native Chinese speakers. So the pair, along 

https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=https-3A__www.facebook.com_groups_sunsethelpers_&d=DwMF-g&c=jGUuvAdBXp_VqQ6t0yah2g&r=3HpTinAh5WuNhEpni4E7SauJ2p8BDnAJchYcYKTknZ4&m=Wf8A49U6WePfmnkOgeRRCLkd6IEYZLWW3Ic1BimyWcU&s=gHJliQSZ43jQZXLk9WX9tGf7jKgMEtSSlRnWOJdZ_c0&e=


with their volunteers created a flier that they distributed to every house in their neighborhood, 
written in multiple languages, containing contact information for the organization.  Both Frank 
and Bianca say they are grateful to the hundreds of neighbors who have stepped up to help.
 
5/6
Tanuka Gordon
In 2016, Tanuka Gordon began Mindful Littles. Tanuka wanted to create a holistic model that 
provided children, educators and parents with tools and practices to foster and sustain positive 
change in the community.  The idea was to start from the inside out with one’s self, feeling good 
by doing good, along the way installing lifelong habits of compassion and kindness.  Tanuka and 
her volunteers lead workshops for parents and kids, that always conclude with a charitable 
activity such as making free, reusable masks for healthcare providers. When the Paradise Fires 
devastated California communities, Tanuka organized student field trips to the area, where 
Mindful Little participants distributed supplies and taught 1600 school children breathing 
exercises designed to help calm their fears and anxiety. Tanuka says she is inspired by her own 
children: she wants them ‘to view kindness as a natural and organic part of their everyday lives.
 
5/13
Ryan Nelson
When Ryan Nelson, owner of Pacific Coast Custom Interiors in Santa Rosa shut down his 
business due to COVID-19 he knew he wanted to serve his community. Inspired by his best 
friend, a CHP officer, Nelson decided to sew masks for first responders. Using fabric and other 
supplies from his shop, Nelson and his employees made and donated hundreds of masks to local 
law enforcement agencies. This is not the first time Nelson stepped up to serve his community. 
After the wine country fires, Nelson and his staff made sifters for fire survivors to use as they 
looked through ashes for valuables. Nelson lost his own home in the fires, and is now rebuilding.
 
5/20
David Nayfeld/Dick Costolo
As the shelter in place order went into effect, Che Fico Owner and Chef David Nayfeld and  
investor Dick Costolo decided they needed to act. Both wanted to keep the restaurant open, and 
its employee’s working while serving the greater community impacted by job loss and the 
economic downturn. They created Che Fico Family Meal.  Those in need can sign up for a free 
meal, cooked at the restaurant that can feed 2-3 people. The food needed for meal prep is paid for 
by donations. Dick started by donating $2000 nightly to make 40 meals. Soon others like 
Warriors coach Steve Kerr stepped up to donate as well and now David Nayfeld says thousands 
of free meals have been served by Che Fico Family meal.  The meals are given out Monday 
through Friday starting at 5pm.
  
5/27
Joell and Darius Dunlap
Joell and Darius Dunlap Founded Square Peg in 2004. Their goal was to make the therapeutic 
horse riding model more effective by taking the approach that participants would be coming to 
the Square Peg ranch, not because of difficulties, illness or disability but because the horses  
needed student riders. The Dunlap’s say this approach has made a powerful difference, as the 
animals themselves become teachers. Square Peg horses are those that need a second chance 



such as retired race horses and those used in the entertainment industry. With the help of the 
student riders Square Peg serves, the horses thrive.  Square Peg instructors focus on celebrating 
student interests and connecting with them through adventure, humor and kindness.  Joell 
Dunlap is a registered Behavioral Technician and has taught hundreds of students to ride.  She 
has always been passionate about the way people teach and is an advocate for alternative 
education.  Darius Dunlap is Square Peg’s Co-founder and Joell’s husband.

6/3
Meredith Johnson
Meredith Johnson founded Happiness is a Warm Quilt in 2017. Meredith coordinates volunteers 
nationwide through friends, Facebook, and her church group, the Gifted Quilters Guild. 
Together, they've sewn and given for free, nearly 2000 quilts, and more than 1000 pillowcases to 
survivors of the North Bay and Butte County wildfires. Meredith is also spearheading a project 
to sew masks to protect health care workers from COVID-19.  Meredith has already pledged  
2000 masks for Compass Cares, an organization that serves the developmentally challenged. 
 
6/10
Frank Lara
Frank Lara, a public school teacher, led fellow teachers in San Francisco to pledge their COVID-
19 relief checks to help undocumented members of the San Francisco community.  As a member 
of United Educators San Francisco, Frank asked his union to pass a resolution, reaching out to its 
6000 members to also pledge. So far, over $100,000 has been pledged for donation by union 
members, teachers, and others who work in education. Members will be directed to donate their 
pledges to Undocufund, a fund which was created by 6 organizations in partnership with San 
Francisco city governmental officials.  Undocumented San Francisco residents can apply for the 
funds: $500 per individual and $1000 per family. Frank says he was inspired to do this as he sees 
his students and their families struggle during the shelter in place order.  Frank hopes that others 
will see that they do not have to be wealthy in order to help.

6/17
Shirley Zindler
Shirley Zindler worked in rescues and shelters for thirty-five years, fifteen of those as a Sonoma 
County animal control officer. A few years ago Zindler founded Dogwood Animal Rescue 
Project, the name inspired by a favorite flower from her childhood. Zindler and her army of 
volunteers have helped thousands of pets over the years.  Dogwood offers low cost spay and 
neuter programs, free pet food, supplies, vaccination assistance and pet rescue. Zindler says she 
will help animals and people as long as she is needed. 
 
6/24
Ralph Bower
Ralph Bower, CEO for The Melt, stepped in to serve his community and employees during the 
COVID 19 pandemic. Through Mr. Bower’s direction The Melt has distributed thousands of 
donated meals to medical first responders. He also kept every one of his employees on the job 
with a paycheck. Mr. Bower is also donating meals to those economically affected by COVID-
19.



Recognizing that access to college was not enough to ensure college completion; Students 
Rising Above was a pioneer in providing comprehensive services to help students successfully 
navigate the academic, emotional, and social challenges of college. Summer internships and 
career guidance programs were later added to provide students with the skills and experience 
to successfully transition into the workforce and break the cycle of poverty.  KPIX produces 
news segments that air every other Monday on the KPIX News at 5PM focusing on these 
special students.  The following is a list of students recognized during the 2nd Quarter, 
2020.   

4/10
Musadiq Bidar
Just last fall Musadiq Bidar was micing up presidential hopefuls like Montana Governor Steve 
Bullock and Indiana Mayor Pete Buttigieg, criss-crossing the state of Iowa on the campaign trail 
as a special correspondent for CBSN National News. Now he's working from his home in the 
East Bay, sheltering in place, setting up an office in his childhood bedroom. He's surprisingly 
upbeat because he says he has lived through uncertainty before, not a global pandemic but a 
reality just as frightening. Bidar was born in Kabul, Afghanistan where his family lived in 
constant fear of the Taliban and sheltering in place was a family mandate. Even with such 
extreme precautions the family suffered. Their home was bombed and Bidar’s grandfather was 
killed and his father injured. Eventually they made it to the United States where Bidar’s resilient 
spirit emerged, along with his deep commitment to family and career. He graduated college and 
landed his dream job at CBSN. Now he's keeping up to date on election coverage remotely, and 
looking ahead to the fall. 
 
4/24
Students Coping/Isabella Donlan
When we first met Students Rising Above Scholar Ysabella Donlan last fall the then Twenty-one 
year old rising junior was looking forward to the year ahead at UC Santa Cruz.  But since the 
pandemic hit, she's been at home, finishing her classes on line, but far away from her support 
system at school. It's a situation she never expected to be in, and one she has found to be 
difficult. SRA's Chief Executive Officer Elizabeth Devaney says situations like Donlan’s are the 
norm as the non-profit has been in overdrive since the pandemic hit, frantically helping its 
already vulnerable students like Donlan cope with a rapidly changing environment. They are  
offering everything from support with on-line classes to getting students safe housing and food 
assistance. "We had to fly students back to the Bay Area not only from across the county but 
from all over the world," said Devaney. "Some of them were on study abroad programs and for 
those who were displaced from their campuses, they lost their meal service.” SRA is now 
providing free on-line college counseling, webinars and community resources for COVID-19 
needs, not just to its students but to anyone in need. All students, even if they are not enrolled in 
SRA can access its hub by logging onto its website, studentrisingabove.org. SRA has reached out 
to Donlan with assistance. She says she is lucky that she lives with her boyfriend's family, so she 
did not have to vacate campus housing. Still being away from school, Donlan's safe space is a 
daily struggle as she copes with long distance learning, and worries about when her classes will 
resume.
 



5/1
Jocelyn Gama
Like many college students Jocelyn Gama is studying on line at home, and adapting to her new 
‘classroom’. On this day it's the common patio area of her East Bay apartment, where she's been 
hitting the books since the mid-March closure of CAL Berkeley's campus. The patio, and her 
apartment, are a quiet oasis at a stressful time for this college sophomore.  To keep her peace of 
mind and stay busy, Gama's video blogging her favorite indoor activities like home facials, 
cooking and watering her plants. The videos show her silly side, but she takes great pride in her 
efforts. This strong work ethic and fun loving personality were in full force when we first met 
Gama back in 2018. The then High School senior loved sharing her college plans with customers 
at her part time job, telling many she intended to study political science.  Now, several years later 
it's her passion for video production that's helping Gama connect with others as she longs for 
classes to resume. She has this advice for others who may be struggling during these tough times. 
"We all have something to be grateful for," declared Gama. 
  
5/12
College Loan Payoff
For more than 20 years Students Rising Above (SRA), co-founded by KPIX5'S Wendy Tokuda, 
has provided underserved students with financial assistance, college prep, internships, career 
counseling and more. Now the non-profit has announced another incredible milestone. Some 
anonymous donors have stepped forward with a gift that will change the lives of hundreds of 
SRA graduates. SRA's Chief Executive Officer Elizabeth  Devaney informed the students by 
zoom that their college loans would be paid off in full!  The students reacted with laughter, tears 
and even some spontaneous dancing. Most could not believe the offer was real. The donation of 
up to 8 million dollars will enable SRA to pay off the loans of approximately 400 students, like 
Dr. Zachary Tabb, a Global Pediatric Health Resident Physician at Baylor College of Medicine 
in Houston. When he graduated medical school two years ago, Dr. Tabb owed $160,000. Now 
he's going to be debt free. "It's life changing," said Tabb.  "I've had debt my entire adult life. It's 
just something that everywhere you go, it follows you.  As for the donors, they wish to remain 
anonymous.
 
6/5
Serena Truong
Serena Troung has embraced her new hobby with gusto, growing tomatoes, green onions and 
cucumbers out of a makeshift garden bed located on the balcony of her apartment. The activity is 
a positive distraction for the 22 year finishing her senior year at UCLA while sheltering in place 
inside the campus apartment she shares with roommates. Truong's long anticipated graduation 
ceremony has been cancelled. It's a situation Truong's family has struggled to accept, but it’s her 
future job prospects that Truong worries about the most.   It's really terrifying for any new grad. 
Students Rising Above's (SRA) Head of Programs Lorna Contreras-Townsend points out the 
non-profit is offering career coaching, networking assistance and even coding classes for its 
students who may find themselves having to look for work outside their chosen field. That is 
good news for Truong as new opportunities are exactly what she’s looking forward to. A recent 
trip abroad provided her the opportunity to meet many new people and that inspired Truong to 



pursue a career in Human Resources.  Although that career path may not happen right after 
graduation, she says SRA’s efforts are helping her to feel more positive about her future.
 
 
6/19
Jesse Hernandez  
Like many college students Jesse Hernandez had to leave school when his campus closed down 
due to COVID-19.  Unlike most, he didn’t have a home to go to. Jesse’s parents suffer from drug 
addiction and are unable to care for him, so Jesse has lived his entire life with his Grandmother.  
When he was forced to leave school, his grandmother did not have space for him, as she is 
housing other family members.  SRA found a creative way to help Jesse with emergency 
housing. The non-profit negotiated, then paid for a room at the Hilton Hotel near San Francisco’s 
Chinatown. For six weeks Jesse quarantined in the hotel room alone, studying and finishing his 
final exams. Recently Jesse’s brother was able to rent a room in an East Bay home with space for 
Jesse, so he’s left the hotel and says he is glad to now be with family. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


